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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Never go there again If
this vehicle available next month - I will purchase this car. But yeah, Jose called me within 30
minutes. The whole process was quick and easy Jason Hawkins was my salesman and he was
very informative. Would definitely buy here again Although I didn't purchase a car with them,
they were very good with responding and helping with my search. Prompt initial responses from
several people. They did not answer my initial questions right away. I had to re-ask in follow-up
email. Be sure to read disclaimer about dealer closing fees. Maybe more dealers are doing this
now or is more common in certain parts of the country. I think they made a reasonable effort
overall. Never did get a value for possible trade. This was a very good experience, I want to
thank you for your reply. I wish I could only have you in my state with the vehicle. Your
professionalism you should me despite my circumstances you never wavered in attempt to help
me, I want to say from the bottom of my heart thank you for letting me know there is still good
people in the world. Then started their game while I was taking on the phone. Price here on app
is fake. If u paying cash its 2k more they said on top other fees. I was very impressed with the
quick response, although with the covid I'm inclined to wait. Awesome Customer Service they
went the extra mile to make sure I got the deal done!!! Very unkind and did not show the car
well, asked to check credit first This is a place you should never never go to Even a star is a
waste. Great experience. Sales person William was great. Car was a steal for the price. Small
issue but easily fixed. Enjoying the car thoroughly. For this to be an as is car lot, my husband
and I are pleased. William and Eric were very open and upfront about the whole sale. They
stayed in contact up until the purchase date. We drove 8 hours to buy our car and they held it
for us. The best car buying experience ever! Super laid back, no pressure whatsoever, and ever
so helpful! We like to keep things local so that was a bit of a bummer. Well, this is my third try
with talking to someone from Gillman about a car. Maybe this time my luck will change and
someone will help me get this car I want. Cuz, i was really upset the first time and second time
when neither sales man got back to me. Lets see if this salesman come through. The all-new
Honda Accord is an exciting step into the future, especially after the make's poor sales
performance over the last few years. Performance, efficiency, handling and style have received
the deepest touch-ups, according to rumors so far, and they would make the Accord downright
drool-worthy if the whole package is as good as the preview. For its new first impression, the
Accord features a streamlined, muscular body with an unmistakeable resemblance to both
Accords and famed muscle cars of the past. Although the new look still affords some level of
placid anonymity, the streaming lines and emboldened grille give it a certain sex appeal it didn't
have before. Interior first impressions are still a bit of a mystery at this point, but if it goes the
way of the other recent Honda remakes, you're probably safest expecting some corners to be
cut on the inside to make room in the retail tag for the rest of the modifications. What little we
do know about the inside is the newly standard inclusion of Bluetooth, text-to-voice, an LCD
display and streaming audio connectivity with Pandora and Apple's iPhone. New safety
considerations amount to forward-crash and lane-departure warning systems, but these are
likely to be options alongside the new blind-spot monitors and multi-angle rear-view camera. At
best the new warning systems will be standard in the top-shelf Accord, but all indications
pointing in that direction are merely rumors at this point. Overall the Accord is lighter, shorter
and stockier for , and although the wheelbase is abridged, Honda insists that overall interior
space is unaffected. However, these revisions do change the Accord's driving dynamics and
fuel efficiency, which coupled with the 3 new engine choices should result in an exceptionally
nimble and fun-to-drive package. Honda also suggests the new Accord will have more
responsive handling, but doesn't divulge what may change about the suspension or other
related components to make such a shift. As for those new engines, the hybrid Accord is
making a comeback on Honda's plug-in system for a top speed of 62 mph with about 10 to 15
miles of electric-only range. A full charge can take as little as 90 minutes on a volt charger, but a
continuously variable transmission is the only option available for both this hybrid engine and
the revised 2. Performance remains relatively unchanged for this base 2. To top off the new
engine range, Honda revised the 3. It comes with the option of a 6-speed manual or automatic,
and like the smaller 2. Don't let the hype get your hopes up too far, thoughâ€”interior quality is
a conspicuously missing detail from Honda's information, and given all the touted
improvements, one can only wonder how the company will manage to keep it affordable. The
latest Civic took a step back on materials quality recently, too, but perhaps the Accord is one
area where Honda cannot afford to skimp. We shall see! We'll help you find great deals among
the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old
ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your

search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain,
color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner,
recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to
All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Honda Accord listings in
your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best
deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Authorized Honda Dealer. Read more. Why Use
CarGurus? The Accord nameplate has been applied to a variety of vehicles worldwide, including
coupes , station wagons , hatchbacks and a Honda Crosstour crossover. Since initiation, Honda
has offered several different car body styles and versions of the Accord, and often vehicles
marketed under the Accord nameplate concurrently in different regions differ quite
substantially. It debuted in , as a compact hatchback, though this style only lasted through , as
the lineup was expanded to include a sedan, coupe, and wagon. By the sixth-generation Accord
at the end of the s, it evolved into an intermediate vehicle, with one basic platform but with
different bodies and proportions to increase its competitiveness against its rivals in different
international markets. For the eighth-generation Accord released for the North American market
in , Honda had again chosen to move the model further upscale and increase its size.
Environmental Protection Agency EPA defines as a mid-size car to just above the lower limit of
a full-size car , [2] with the coupe still rated as a mid-size car. In , the ninth-generation Accord
sedan, with smaller exterior dimensions, was once again classified as a mid-size car at cubic
feet 3. However, the tenth-generation Accord sedan, with similar exterior dimensions, returned
to full-size car status with its combined interior space of cubic feet 3. In , the Accord became the
first car from a Japanese manufacturer to be produced in the United States when production
commenced in Marysville, Ohio at Honda's Marysville Auto Plant. The Accord has achieved
considerable success, especially in the United States, where it was the best-selling Japanese
car for sixteen years â€”97 , topping its class in sales in and , with around ten million vehicles
sold. In , the Accord was the first vehicle sold under an import brand to become the best-selling
automobile in the United States. Honda, after establishing itself as a leading manufacturer of
motorcycles during the s, began production of automobiles in The car had a
transverse-mounted front engine, front-wheel drive FF layout, which would be adopted for the
later N , H and Civic models. The Civic gave Honda their first market success competing with
manufacturers of standard compact cars, which were the growth segment as sales of minicars
plateaued and waned in the early s, and their first major impact in the export market. It had the
advantages of not requiring a catalytic converter or unleaded fuel to meet the emissions
requirements of the s and early s. After the well-received launch of the Civic, Honda started on
the development of a larger companion model. Honda's original concept for a larger, quieter,
more powerful and comfortable car was a four-door sedan powered by a cc inline-six engine,
designated Project For reasons including managing development costs, leveraging the
technology of their Civic, and ability to adapt production facilities to the new model, Honda
changed their focus to building upon the Civic's successful formula in a larger package,
designated Project However, one account of the timeline reports that mechanical engineering
under Project got underway in Extensive pre-production testing was performed under a wide
variety of conditions, to assure the Accord's suitability for the varied uses an export model
would be subjected to. For the new model, Honda chose the name "Accord", reflecting "Honda's
desire for accord and harmony between people, society and the automobile. The Accord's final
form, with an extended nose and extended coupe cabin with a sloping hatchback rear, was a
logical derivation of the stubby hatchback design of the Civic and it provided ample leeway for
use of Civic-derived components. It showed similarity to the Volkswagen Scirocco , which had
been introduced in January , leading to speculation that the form of the Accord was copied from
the Scirocco. However, the Accord's form had been finalized months prior to the Scirocco's
introduction. To comply with gradually tightening emission regulations enacted in Japan , the
engine was fitted with Honda's CVCC technology. The Accord sold well due to its moderate size
and great fuel economy. In an LX version of the hatchback was added which came with air
conditioning, a digital clock, and power steering. Until the Accord, and the closely related
Prelude , power steering had not been available to cars under two liters. On 14 October a year
later in the U. Technically, the sedan was not changed from the hatchback, and the wheelbase
remained the same as well. This did result in a rather long rear overhang to fit a full-sized trunk.
In the U. In the optional two-speed semi-automatic transmission of previous years became a
three-speed fully automatic gearbox a four-speed automatic transaxle was not used in the
Accord until the model year. The North American versions had slightly redesigned bumper trim.
Other changes included new grilles and taillamps and remote mirrors added on the four-door
chrome and the LX black plastic models. At the same time, California-specification engines
received a four-port exhaust valve head and a catalytic converter. This version of the EK1

engine was equivalent to the 49 state High-Altitude engine, with the addition of an air jet
controller device that helped maintain the proper mixture at higher altitudes above feet. In North
America, the model year only brought detail changes such as new fabrics and some new color
combinations. Y was replaced by Oslo Ivory No. Dark brown was discontinued, as was the
bronze metallic. A bit later in , and SE 4-door model was added for the first time, with Novillo
leather seats and power windows. Base model hatchbacks, along with the four-door, LX, and SE
four-door, all received the same smaller black plastic remote mirror. The instrument cluster was
revised with mostly pictograms which replaced worded warning lights and gauge markings. The
shifter was redesigned to have a stronger spring to prevent unintentional engagement of
reverse, replacing the spring-loaded shift knob of the to model year cars. The shift lever was
also shortened by a couple of inches, with a larger thread diameter, allowing usage of later
Honda shift knobs, including the rectangular knob used on all and newer Accords. Since its first
year in the American market, it also became the best-selling Japanese nameplate in the United
States, retaining that position for about 15 years. This allowed Honda to sell the product at
different sales channels called Honda Clio , which sold the Accord, and Honda Verno , that sold
the Vigor. Vehicles with a manual transmission and the CVCC carburetor earned European
market cars received the tested 1. This automobile included popular features of the time such
as shag carpet , velour cabin trim, and chrome accents. An optional extra on the Accord was an
Electro Gyrocator , the world's first automatic in-car navigation system. The LX hatchback
offered a digital clock and slightly higher fuel economy due to its lighter weight. In Europe, the
Accord was available as a fairly well equipped for the time standard version, as well as a very
luxurious EX model at a modest upcharge. In the United States, Federal lighting regulations
required headlamps of sealed beam construction and standard size and shape on all vehicles,
so Accords in North America were equipped with four rectangular headlamp units rather than
the aerodynamic composite replaceable-bulb units used on Accords sold outside North
America note European specification imagery. Other Automotive lighting variations included
amber front and red rear side marker lights and reflectors in North America, and headlamp
washers and a red rear fog lamp for European markets. Japanese-market Accords were unique
from all other markets in that they offered adjustable ride height control and side-view mirrors
installed on the mid-forward fenders. In November , Honda made a fully four-speed automatic
available with the 1. This quickly filtered through to export markets, where the outdated
Hondamatic was soon superseded entirely. The manual five-speed transmission remained
unchanged. The Special Edition SE featured Novillo leather seating, power windows, a power
sunroof, and door locks. Gray was added as a color option. A slightly modified EK-2 engine was
introduced, replacing the earlier EK-1, albeit still carbureted. By , Accords sold in the eastern
United States were produced at the new Marysville plant, with quality considered equal to those
produced in Japan. In June , for the model year, the Accord body was restyled with a slightly
downward beveled nose and a new series of valve CVCC powerplants. Honda integrated rear
side marker lights and reflectors into the side of the tail light units. European Accords now
included a side turn signal repeater just behind each front wheel well. The U. The LX offered
velour upholstery, auto-reverse cassette stereo, air conditioning, cruise control, power brakes,
power steering, power windows and power door locks sedan only , a digital clock, roof pillar
antenna, along with thick black belt moldings, integrated bumpers and flush plastic mock-alloy
style wheels covers that resembled the trend-setting Audi Supplies were tight, as in the Eastern
states, the wait was months for a Graphite Gray sedan, a then-popular color. The LX hatchback
was the only version of the Accord to include dual side-view mirrors. The Accord SE Sedan
carried over features of the SE Sedan, including leather interior, power windows, power
antenna, and aluminum alloy wheels. Only one color was offered in the SE trim: Dove Gray. The
sedan was available in four exterior colors, Greek White and three metallic options: Columbus
Gray, Regency Red burgundy , and Stratos Blue steel. It was one of the first Japanese
engineered vehicles to offer computer controlled, fuel-injection with one injector per cylinder,
also known as multiple port fuel injection. This arrived on 24 May on the ES series 1. In , the
Special Edition returned as the SE-i, capitalizing on the final year of the second generation's
production. The moniker, SE-i, was adapted from the SE trim, but included the "-i" to signify the
higher trim level's fuel-injected engine. Like the previous SE trim in , the SE-i featured Novillo
leather seating, power moonroof, bronze-tinted glass, a premium sound system with cassette,
and inch alloy wheels. Available options differed from market to market. The 1. Japan generally
received more options earlier than the rest of the world. In , the Accord offered an adjustable
ride height air suspension in the Japanese market. From in Japan and in Europe, the
second-generation Accord was available with anti-lock brakes called ALB as an option. This
braking system was the first time that an Accord used four-wheel disc brakes. Fuel injection
became available in in the Japanese market with the earlier introduction of the ES3 engine in the

SE-i. Models took a year to arrive in North American and European markets with less stringent
emissions laws continuing, using carburetors throughout second-generation production. It had
a very striking exterior design styled by Toshi Oshika in , that resonated well with buyers
internationally. One notable feature was the hidden headlamps. Because this generation was
also sold as the Honda Vigor, the Accord received the hidden headlamps. Honda's Japanese
dealership channel called Honda Verno all had styling elements that helped identify products
only available at Honda Verno. As a result, Japanese market Accords had a Honda Verno styling
feature but were sold at newly established Japanese dealerships Honda Clio with the all-new,
luxury Honda Legend sedan, and international Accords were now visually aligned with the
Prelude, the CR-X, and the new Integra. Accords in all other bodies hatchback, AeroDeck, coupe
had only retractable headlamps worldwide. At its introduction in , it won the Car of the Year
Japan Award. The third-generation Accord became the first Honda to employ double wishbones
at both the front and rear ends. While more expensive than competitors' MacPherson strut
systems, this setup provided better stability and sharper handling for the vehicle. All had front
sway bars and upper models had rear sway bars as well. Brakes were either small all-wheel
discs with twin-piston calipers only available on the Japanese-market 2. ABS was available as
an option on the 4-wheel disc brake models, though not in North America. Base model Accords
rode on inch steel wheels with hubcaps with more expensive models having the option of inch
alloy wheels. The engine block in Thailand was marked as A. The Accord's trim levels ranged
from spartan to luxurious. In the Japanese home market, the Accord was available with a full
power package, heated mirrors optional , a digital instrument cluster optional , sunroof optional
, cruise control, and climate control which was also optional. Some North European export
models also had heated front seats and headlight washers. North American and Australian
Accords were not available with most of these options, presumably and in the U. Throughout
the different markets, in addition to the sedan model, the Accord was available with different
body styles which included a three-door hatchback, a three-door shooting-brake called Accord
AeroDeck , and a two-door coupe which was added in for the model year. The coupe, which was
built exclusively in Honda's Marysville, Ohio factory, was "reverse exported" back to Japan
where it was known as the US-coupe CA6. In , the last year of production for the third
generation, the SE-i trim returned again to the American market in sedan and coupe models.
Standard features in the SE-i included leather-trimmed seats and door panel inserts, alloy
wheels, power assisted 4-wheel disc brakes, tinted glass, air conditioning, power steering,
power windows, power moonroof sedan only , dual outlet exhaust, dual body colored power
mirrors, and a Bose audio system with steering wheel mounted controls. Additional standard
features included cruise control, fold-down rear seat backs, adjustable steering column, quartz
digital clock, remote trunk release, rear window defroster and intermittent wipers. Two color
combinations were available for the sedan: Charcoal Granite Metallic with gray leather interior
trim or Tuscany Taupe Metallic with beige leather interior trim. For the coupe, two different color
combinations were available: Asturias Gray Metallic with gray leather interior trim and Brittany
Blue-Green Metallic with beige leather interior trim. The third-generation Accord was sold in
Japan, Europe, and New Zealand as a three-door hatchback with a flat roof over the rear seats,
known in Europe as a shooting-brake. The body style of a flat roof hatchback was also used on
the third-generation Honda Civic third generation subcompact, the second-generation Honda
City supermini and the first-generation Honda Today kei car. The Honda CR-X was the only
three-door hatchback that adopted a fastback, sloping rear hatch " kammback " appearance,
demonstrating a performance car appearance identified with Honda Verno products during the
mids. In North America, the Accord coupe and hatchback models were offered instead. In parts
of Continental Europe, the Accord five-door station wagon was also called the Accord AeroDeck
from until , when the name of the station wagon was renamed the "Accord Tourer". The cargo
handling abilities of the AeroDeck were ceded to the fourth-generation Accord station wagon in
The AeroDeck returned an aerodynamic value of. Unfortunately, the appearance was not well
received in Japan, as the introduction of the Accord Coupe was more well-liked. The
appearance was more popular in the United Kingdom. The AeroDeck was equipped with a
four-wheel double wishbone suspension, which gave both a comfortable ride and cornering
performance. Note that the top model in Japan "2. Visibility from the driver's seat and the
passenger seat was better due to the lower instrument panel design of the front window and a
large windshield. And switches are arranged efficiently and at the time was the driving position
can be fine-tuned adjustments. Because of the shape of the vehicle and the flat roof that
continued to the rear of the vehicle, opening the rear hatch had some drawbacks in low
clearance environments. The lower part of the hatch was not like one used on a station wagon
that went all the way down to the rear bumper, so loading cargo into the back wasn't as
convenient as a conventional station wagon with a one-piece hatchback. The rear hatch also

wrapped into the rear roof, similar to a gull wing door so that the rear glass was in two pieces,
one for the back window, and another part on the rear roof. When open, the hatch rose above
the roof at a right angle, providing additional overhead clearance when the hatch was open.
Moreover, because of the emphasis on aiding rear-seat passenger entry, a longer front door
was installed, and because power windows were not installed on the lower trim packages "LX",
"LX-S" and as such, the window regulator opening felt heavy. The fourth-generation Accord,
introduced on the "CB" chassis, was unveiled in for the model year. Although much larger than
its predecessor the sedan's styling was evolutionary, featuring the same low slung design and
wraparound rear window as the third-generation Accord. For the first time, a 3-door hatchback
was no longer available internationally. This was one of the first U. The growing popularity of
the Accord internationally was evident in the ever-increasing dimensions, which now matched
almost exactly with the first-generation Legend introduced in For this fourth-generation Accord,
Honda made significant engineering design improvements. All Accords sold in North America
came with a completely new all-aluminum 2. Also noteworthy, all Accords equipped with
automatic transmissions used an electronically controlled rear engine mount to reduce
low-frequency noise and vibration. The mount contained two fluid-filled chambers separated by
a computer-controlled valve. At low engine speeds, fluid is routed through the valve damping
vibration. Above rpm, fluid is routed around the valve making the engine mount stiffer. The
Canadian Accord trim levels varied slightly from the U. Fourth-generation Japanese-assembled
EXi Accords sold in Australia offered the same 4-wheel steering technology as was available
optionally on the U. Honda Prelude, but was not included on the New Zealand-assembled
versions. Cruise control was dropped from the DX sedan, with air conditioning remaining a
dealer-installed option. The LX kept the same features as the previous generation including air
conditioning, power windows, door locks, and mirrors. The 90â€”91 EX added 5 horsepower
due to a different exhaust manifold design, slightly larger exhaust piping, and a twin outlet
muffler. Some models though rare were special ordered with an anti-lock braking system at that
time abbreviated as ALB, now all automakers refer to it as ABS. A redesigned manual
transmission with a hydraulic clutch was standard equipment in all trims while an all-new
electronically controlled 4-speed automatic transmission was optional for all models. Some new
dealer-installed accessories were now offered including a single-disc in-dash CD player or
trunk-mounted 6-disc CD changer, stereo equalizer, fog lights, security system, rear wing
spoiler, trunk lip spoiler, luggage rack, full and half nose mask, center armrest, window visors,
sunroof visor, car cover, and a cockpit cover. Because of tightening auto safety regulations
from the NHTSA, all and model year Accords sold in the United States came equipped with
motorized shoulder belts for front passengers to comply with passive restraint mandates. These
semi-automatic restraints were a two-component system; a motorized shoulder belt along with
a non-integrated and manually operated seatbelt. The shoulder belts automatically raced around
each window frame encircling both the driver and front-seat passenger whenever the front door
closed. The process reversed to release them when opened. The lap belts, however, still
required manual fastening. In early for the model year, Honda unveiled the Accord wagon,
manufactured at the Marysville, Ohio plant. The Ohio plant exported right-hand drive wagons
and coupes to Europe and Japan, and in Europe, the station wagon station wagon was called
the "Aerodeck" in reference to the â€” 2-door vehicle. All station wagons sold outside the
United States were affixed with a small badge on the "C" pillar denoting the vehicle was built at
the Ohio facility. European and Japanese vehicles had options not available within the U. They
had larger front brakes to compensate for the added weight and unlike other U. Accords,
including a driver's side airbag as standard equipment. Other than a retractable tonneau cover
in the rear cargo area and keyless entry on EX models, the wagons were equipped the same as
their coupe and sedan counterparts. Honda reintroduced the SE previously SE-i sedan for For
the first time, a manual transmission was not offered in the SE. Unlike previous editions, the SE
was not equipped with uniquely styled alloy wheels but instead carried the EX model wheels.
Accords received a minor facelift in for the model year. The system used the same EX-SE twin
outlet muffler, a revised air intake tract, a revised camshaft, and a revised intake manifold using
IAB butterfly valves which open at rpm to increase air intake breathing at high rpm. Anti-lock
4-wheel disc brakes became standard on the EX. The front and rear facias received a more
rounded and updated look. Coupe and sedan models received a new grille, new headlamps,
amber parking lights, slightly thinner body side molding , updated wheel designs and for the
first time, the EX coupe used wheels different from the EX sedan. The sedans received restyled
shortened taillamps with an inverted amber turn signal and backup light positions. The wagon
taillamps though still resembled those from the â€” Accord. The US-market coupe used the new
revised inverted positioning of the signal and backup lights, but the shape of the taillamps still
resembled those of the 90â€”91 models. EX trim levels included a radio anti-theft function to

deter stereo theft. A front driver's seat armrest was now standard on LX and EX models. Some
dealer-installed accessories were dropped including the luggage rack, trunk-lip spoiler, and
cockpit cover. A gold finish kit was added. In , Honda introduced the 10th Anniversary Edition
sedan to commemorate the 10th year of U. Accord production. The upgrades included ABS,
4-wheel disc brakes, 15" EX coupe six-spoke alloy wheels, body-colored side moldings, chin
spoiler, and standard automatic transmission. The 10th Anniversary models also included the
same premium seat fabric found in EX models. The SE returned in late as both a sedan and for
the first time since the SE-i, as a coupe. The SE sedan featured standard dual front airbags; the
first Accord to do so. An 8-button, 4-speaker Honda-Bose audio system, automatic
transmission, leather trim, body-colored bumper, and body side moldings were standard. The
SE coupe included a factory rear wing spoiler which differed slightly in design from the already
available dealer-installed accessory rear wing spoiler. In Canada, the SE came with heated front
seats and heated side-view mirrors. Both the sedan and coupe received distinctive inch alloy
wheels as well. Sadly, would be the swan song for the SE as exclusive, high content, limited
edition Accord model. Later generations would use a "Special Edition" designation rather than
the previously used "SE" designation. At the end of the model life of the CB Accord, a "pillared
hardtop " model called the Honda Ascot Innova was launched in Japan, based on the CB
Accord chassis, but with a different, much more modern-styled body, taking cues from the
Honda Prelude. The fourth-generation Accord spawned a sister model in , called the Honda
Ascot which, while mechanically identical to the Accord, featured unique sedan bodywork,
although it bore a resemblance to the Accord. Unlike previous generations of the Honda Vigor,
which were simply upmarket versions of the Accord, the third generation 'CB5' model was spun
off as a model in its own right and was based on a different platform which featured a
longitudinal engine layout compared to the transverse set-up of the Accord. A sister model to
the Vigor, the Honda Inspire, was also unveiled in and, bar a different front grille, front and rear
lights, and bumpers, sported identical bodywork. For the first time in the model's history, Honda
developed two distinct versions of the Accord when the fifth-generation model was launched in
the Fall of ; one version for the European market and one for the North American and Japanese
market. Honda and the Rover Group created the European Accord and the Rover , a reflection of
the past success they had with the Honda Legend and the Rover This generation Accord was
also sold in Japan as the Isuzu Aska , while some Isuzu products were sold as Honda products
there also. At its introduction in , it won the Car of the Year Japan Award for the second time.
The fifth-generation North American Accord was launched on 9 September , for the model year
and was based on the new 'CD' chassis. Larger than its predecessor, primarily to better suit the
requirements of the North American market, the new model grew in width but shrunk in length,
leaving it classified as a mid-size car in North America. It thus became too wide to fit within the
favorable tax bracket in Japan, where its role was to be partially taken over by the slightly
narrower second-generation Honda Ascot sold at Honda Primo Japanese dealerships and
Honda Rafaga sold at Honda Verno. The engines offered with the Accord also exceeded the
maximum limit of cc to remain in the favorable "compact" tax bracket. The installation of a 2.
Development began in September , along with the design process in June The final design was
selected by an early date of 18 December and frozen by mid Design inconsistencies in early ,
caused several alterations to be made until April , when a secondary design freeze took place,
ahead of scheduled production. Production later began at Marysville assembly on 24 August
Honda of Japan marketed four different size engines in the Japanese-spec Accord sedan: 1. All
Accord versions were sold at Honda Clio locations in Japan. The fifth-generation Accord
became the first Accord to be built and sold in the Philippines. The 5-speed manual
transmission remained mostly unchanged, while the 4-speed automatic noted for its hard shifts,
now included Honda's "Grade-Logic" shift program, which would prevent "gear-hunting" by
holding the current gear while driving on a sloped incline. All Accord models received a more
ergonomic interior with standard safety features such as dual airbags and reinforced
side-impact beams. DX and LX models came equipped similarly to the previous generation and
were fitted with a revised version of the previous generation's 2. The Accord coupe as in the
previous generation looked almost exactly like the sedan and was the last generation of the
Accord to offer a wagon variant in North America until the introduction of the Accord Crosstour
in In , the Accord debuted a V6 engine , the 2. The addition of the taller C27 engine required
substantial alterations to the CD platform, with V6 models sporting a redesigned engine layout,
taller front fenders, and a different hood than I4 models; however, these differences are difficult
to spot without both models parked side by side. Both versions of the V6 received a dual-outlet
exhaust, a 4-speed automatic transmission, inch machined aluminum-alloy wheels on the
EX-V6, and inch steel wheels with full covers on the LX-V6, and a slightly updated front grille
which would be later used in all 96â€”97 Accords. The Accord saw very few other changes for

with the exception of a few different exterior and interior color combinations. In , the Accord
underwent the usual mid-generation facelift for More rounded bumpers, a slightly modified front
fascia which was originally exclusive in the V6 models in with new signal lights and rear
taillamps gave the Accord a softer look. All Hondas now complied with the federal government's
requirement of OBD II engine diagnostics though all three engine choices remained the same. In
order to increase the Accord's competitiveness against its rivals in different international
markets, Honda CEO Nobuhiko Kawamoto decided on one basic platform for the
sixth-generation Accord, but with different bodies and proportions for local markets. The
Special Edition trim package was introduced. The Special Edition received a factory installed
security system with keyless entry, single-disc CD player, body-colored side molding,
distinctive alloy wheels, and a sunroof. It was offered in automatic transmission only and was
fitted with the same engine as the LX. Acclaimed for its handling, the Accord has been known [
by whom? In New Zealand, the fifth-generation Accord was assembled at Honda's
manufacturing site in Nelson and was released in March A facelift was released in December ,
which coincided with the release of VTEC engines in the upper-spec models. This generation of
the Accord is one of the most frequently stolen cars in the U. Honda of Japan produced three
high-performance models of the Accord for the Japanese domestic market referred to as the
SiR , which was available for sale at Honda Clio dealerships in Japan. The sports car approach
to the Accord SiR was aimed at aligning the Accord with the Honda Verno sports sedan that
replaced the Vigor, called the Honda Saber a platform-mate shared with the Honda Inspire. The
compact sedan role the Accord previously filled was now relegated to the Honda Rafaga and
Ascot. The Japan-built SiR sedan 94â€”97 was available with a 5-speed manual transmission as
standard equipment or an optional "Grade-Logic" four-speed automatic transmission. It came
with cloth sport seats styled similar to the Prelude or optional leather seats, both exclusive to
the SiR. The Accord SiR suspension was improved with a stiffer front sway bar Features for the
94â€”95 Accord SiR models sedans and coupes included the following items: cruise control,
automatic climate control Similar to the first-generation Acura CL , Bose stereo system, 7,
redline tachometer, optional electronic traction control, and optional limited-slip differential for
automatic transmission, optional SRS and airbags, factory-installed driving lights, optional
factory-installed "pop up" navigation radio head unit, sound insulation liner under front hood,
black-housing headlamps, no side molding was available on the Accord SiR sedan, optional
rear sunscreen, optional sunroof, and power-retractable outside mirrors. Features for the
96â€”97 Accord SiR models sedans, coupes, and wagons included the same as above while
adding; optional cruise control, rear window wiper on the sedan, optional leather interior, and a
colored side molding for the sedan as well. The fifth-generation Accord for the European market
was unveiled in and was completely different than the global model 'CD'. It was the result of a
joint effort with the Rover Group that provided Rover with the series. The exterior was designed
by Shigeo Ueno, was finalized in In , the European Accord received a minor facelift and was
given a new front end new headlamps, bumper, hood, and grill and slightly different taillamps
see images. The styling of the facelifted Accord remained identical to the styling of the Ascot
Innova although the frameless doors were replaced with conventional items and featured the
design language first introduced on the fifth-generation Honda Civic. The styling of the
European Accord differed dramatically from the North American which featured a more
conventional sedan styling compared to the European model's low slung, fastback inspired
look which also incorporated rear quarter windows. The facelifted Accord was also equipped
with two airbags as standard. However, the European Accord did not spawn a station wagon
nor a coupe version. Instead, Honda opted to import the coupe and station wagon Aerodeck
versions of the global Accord. The diesel model of the Accord was fitted with the direct injection
Rover L-Series diesel engine, as also fitted in the Rover Called the , the car shared its platform
with the European Accord and, with the exception of the front doors, lower rear doors, and
windscreen, sported unique styling which dispensed with the rear quarter windows. The interior
design of the was very similar to the Accord's however, while the dashboard design was
identical. For the sixth generation, Honda split the Accord into three separate models, designed
for the Japanese, North American, and European markets. This generation also spawned two
distinctively branded performance versions for European and Japanese domestic markets,
dubbed Type R, and Euro R, respectively. The seventh generation of the Accord was launched
in model year in North America , [46] and consists of two separate models; one for the Japanese
and European markets, and the other for North America, with the Japanese and European model
being sold in North America as the Acura TSX. However, both were in fact sold in many other
markets, fueled by the popular Cog advertisement for the Accord. The European and Japanese
Accords were integrated on the previous Japanese Accord's chassis, but with a new body. At
its introduction in , it won the Car of the Year Japan Award for a record third time. In Europe, the

car featured a 2. Some features that distinguish it are the Recaro seats, the body kit, a MOMO
steering wheel, lightweight inch alloys, and a special aluminum gear knob found only in
Honda's Type R variants. The North American Accord grew in size yet again, becoming a vastly
different car than its Japanese and European counterparts. This generation was available in
both coupe and sedan forms, while a hybrid model was introduced in early This Accord was the
first to use wheels with five lug nuts instead of the traditional four on 4-cylinder models. The
4-cylinder engine also used a timing chain instead of a timing belt. This coupe came with inch
wheels that varied between the and models , strut tower bar, perforated leather seating, carbon
fiber dash pieces, and an upgraded watt stereo system. This model was also sold in Japan as
the Honda Inspire from to The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety found â€”04 Accords had
the lowest fatality rates in the non-luxury mid-size sedan class. The updated Accord for the
Japanese and European markets went on sale in mid It is available as both a sedan and a
station wagon. In the People's Republic of China, a version of the sedan is sold as the Honda
Spirior which later on developed an independent second generation. Production began in
August in China, by Dongfeng Honda. Production ended at the end of February for Australia and
New Zealand spec models. In Europe, the car maintained the 2. The North American version of
the Accord has a different body from its Japanese counterpart. This shape is sold as the Honda
Inspire in Japan and is not sold in Europe. It was discontinued in Japan in September In
Malaysia, the Accord is locally assembled. In China, Guangqi Honda also makes this vehicle
with 2. Guangqi began making the Accord Crosstour in In Malaysia, the eighth generation is
also rebadged as the Proton Perdana from December and is used by government officials. For
the ninth-generation Accord, Honda appointed Shoji Matsui, who served as an engineer on the
Accord platform from to , as the lead project manager. In August , the company released initial
details pertaining to the Accord sedan, and production versions of both the sedan and coupe
were fully unveiled in early September Corresponding release dates in Canada for the sedan
and coupe models are 24 September , and 1 November , respectively. In February , the Accord
was scheduled to enter the Russian market. The tenth-generation Accord was unveiled on 14
July New features available include front and rear parking sensors , magnetorheological
dampers , acoustic PVB laminated front door glass, 6" automotive head-up display HUD , and
4-way height-adjustable power lumbar driver's seat. The vehicle is equipped with standard
Honda Sensing adding traffic sign recognition on all models in the U. A base 1. This engine is
based on the engine in the Civic Type R , but with a smaller turbocharger, different pistons and
camshafts, and the addition of a pair of balance shafts. The Accord hybrid went on sale in
March The lithium-ion battery is more compact and mounted under the rear seat. The generator
and propulsion motor permanent magnets no longer contain rare-earth heavy metals. To save
weight the front subframe , front control arms, hood, front and rear bumpers are constructed of
aluminum, which were previously reserved for past hybrid models. The tenth generation Accord
debuted for the Japanese domestic market at the 46th Tokyo Motor Show through October to
November and went on sale in Japan on 21 February and is imported from Thailand. For the
model year, the Accord receives a minor facelift, including a revised grille, new wheel designs,
and brighter LED headlights. A Sport SE trim replaces the non-hybrid EX, while the manual
transmission has been discontinued due to poor sales. Apple CarPlay and Android Auto
touchscreen integration are now standard on all models, with wireless functionality on EX-L and
higher trim levels. The Accord has been raced in multiple different motorsport series through
the years. In the British Touring Car Championship , it achieved 21 race victories, finished
runner-up in the manufacturers' championship in and , and also won the independents'
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legendary Accord gets redesigned inside and out, featuring sophisticated materials, next-level
intelligence and Hybrid model updatesâ€”once again shaking up the perception of midsize
sedans. When the first Accord hit American shores 40 years ago, it defined a new kind of car.
On March 20, the millionth Honda Accord was built. Honda also released a two-motor hybrid
powertrain that achieved peak, concurrent horsepower and received a 50 mpg EPA city rating.
The fifth-generation Accord included world-class safety features, low emissions and improved
environmental considerations. A year later, it got its first V6. In , Honda produced the Accord at
an all-new plant in Ohio making us the first Japanese automaker to build cars in America using
domestic and globally-sourced parts. Our first Accord was a hatchback that shocked the
industry with its features, refinement and high sales. This was followed by a sedan model in
Visit Honda Automobiles homepage. Arriving Spring Shopping Tools. Are you sure? Your ZIP
Code helps us search inventory at dealers near you. Accord Family Intro Models Heritage
Awards. A History in the Making. The Accord Legacy In , the first Accord was introduced. For a
humble hatchback, it was a runaway successâ€”winning over car buyers with its simple design
and fuel-efficiency. It quickly became the best-selling car in America and continues to hold the

honor, with over 13 million sold. As a revolutionary car for both Honda and the entire auto
industry, its performance, value and lasting power have been proven time and again. For nine
generations, the fun-to-drive Accord has consistently brought the automotive mainstream
unforeseen levels of technology, fuel-efficiency, safety and reliability. From advanced
powertrains to addressing environmental issues, these milestones have changed what
American consumers expect in a quality automobile. For over 40 years, the Accord has lived up
to its reputation as a genuine innovator. Each generation has introduced the automotive
mainstream to new and unexpected advancements, earning the trust of more American car
buyers than any other vehicle during this time. Never resting on our laurels, this drive pushes
us to continually develop world-class safety, efficiency and design. The 10th generation Accord
has been engineered to fully embody this purpose. Five Generations. More Features. A
Vigorous Redesign In , Honda produced the Accord at an all-new plant in Ohio making us the
first Japanese automaker to build cars in America using domestic and globally-sourced parts.
Honda Accord Debuts Our first Accord was a hatchback that shocked the industry with its
features, refinement and high sales. Compare electrified vehicles to see which one best fits your
lifestyle. Not only is the Honda Accord a major power player within the hyper competitive
midsize sedan segment, it's also one of the best-selling cars in America. But that doesn't mean
it couldn't benefit from any improvements. Enter the ninth-generation, Honda Accord, a car that
looks better, drives better, has a nicer interior, and gets better fuel economy -- and it does it all
without offending the traditional Accord buyer. The Honda Accord's standard and more
powerful hp 2. While many buyers can be apprehensive about a CVT, we found it to be a capable
transmission. Feels like a regular automatic and makes the Accord feel quick," we said. Aside
from that, the Accord gives family-sedan shoppers exactly what they want: a well-appointed and
cavernous cabin, a generous trunk, excellent fuel efficiency, an abundance of creature
comforts, a quiet and plush ride, and a highly refined powertrain. Available as a sedan or coupe,
the Accord comes in a variety of trim levels. The LX, Sport new for , and EX come standard with
the four-cylinder engine and a six-speed manual transmission, which impressed us as well:
"Shifts are short and crisp with a good mechanical feel and easy-to-find gates. Upgrade to the
hp 3. A regular hybrid is also on the horizon for While the Honda Accord received a number of
substantial mechanical changes, visual changes are not as significant. The beltline has been
lowered a smidge to improve overall visibility, and interior materials have been upgraded.
Honda's also introduced a new blind spot monitoring system on the Accord. Watch Originals.
Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on
many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation.
See All Specs. Honda Accord Expert Review motortrendauthor. Not getting an adrenaline rush
while driving Manual and V-6 combo only in coupe Two display screens are distracting. Expand
All New for New Accord means serious business. All Model Years February 10, â€” Honda
Accord and CR-V battery drain problems have caused a class action lawsuit that alleges the
batteries are too small to power the vehicles. In addition, the lawsuit alleges Honda Accord and
Honda CR-V batteries suffer from parasitic draw which kills the batteries. The Honda battery
lawsuit alleges the batteries are simply too weak to run the electrical systems, leaving
customers stranded with disabled Accords or CR-Vs. Honda Accord and CR-V owners report
the expenses related to a drained battery, including battery replacements, dignosing the
problem and emergency roadside assistance. The Honda battery lawsuit was filed by two
owners, one who purchased a Honda Accord Sport in September The owner says the battery
drained within three years of buying the car. The vehicle had about 44, miles on it when the
Accord battery wouldn't start. The plaintiff jump-started the car and he took it to a towing and
repair shop. However, the Honda Accord battery allegedly drained 11 days later and couldn't
start. The mechanic who replaced the alternator wasn't sure if he had caused a problem, so the
lawsuit says he contacted a Honda dealership and was told to check the powertrain control
module. Wire replacement and subsequent testing returned wrong voltage levels. The mechanic
removed and replaced the PCM and also installed a new battery. The plaintiff says he has never
been reimbursed by Honda even though the automaker has allegedly known about the Accord
and CR-V battery problems since at least Customers complain about parasitic draw on the
batteries that have been too small since the vehicles were first sold. Even though batteries were
being collected by Honda, the plaintiffs who sued claim the automaker never specifically said
anything about Accord or CR-V battery drain problems. The alleged Honda battery problems
send Accord and CR-V drivers to dealerships when the vehicles are still under warranties, but
owners are allegedly often told battery tests indicate the batteries are functioning normally. And
according to the Honda battery lawsuit, even getting the battery replaced for free doesn't mean
much because dealerships use the same batteries that are too small and weak to handle the job.
The class action lawsuit further alleges Honda Accord and CR-V owners report their vehicles

losing important safety features when the batteries drain. Hazard lights, headlights and all
electrical systems fail, including the door locks. Honda Accord and CR-V drivers complain
about being locked out of their vehicles when the batteries drain with the doors locked. Then
there are the troubles caused when cell phones, wallets or other objects are locked in the
vehicles with the doors locked, possibly in bad weather. The electrical system seemed to drain
the battery over a 3-to 5 week time period. Making the problem more annoying the door locks
were set on Auto after leaving the car. So you could not open the doors until battery was
boosted. Honda refused to recognize the problem and only when I started "Lemon Law"
activities did I get an offer to replace the vehicle. Charged it for hours, started, died again later
that day. Pretty cheap damn battery, maybe 20 months since car new. I called the HondaLink
Roadside Assistance. They sent AAA to jump my battery. I am taking the car to the dealer to see
what solution they have for me. The Honda battery drain lawsuit says the automaker conceals
the problems even when customers report multiple occurrences of drained batteries. The Honda
battery drain class action lawsuit was filed in the U. American Honda Motor Co. Honda Accord
and CR-V battery drain problems caused by batteries too small for the vehicles. The fully
redesigned Honda Accord returns to the top of the family-sedan class with a mix of excellent
packaging, superb fuel economy and rewarding performance. It's always a major occasion
when the Honda Accord comes due for a redesign. The Accord is one of the best-selling cars in
North America, and this midsize sedan and coupe are snapped up at a rate of more than 1, a
day. Fully overhauled, the Honda Accord is new from the inside out. The new Accord is slightly
smaller than the car it replaces, yet it's still among the most spacious and accommodating cars
in its class. Interior materials have been upgraded, and the revamped cabin is stocked with the
connectivity features that today's consumers expect. Of course there are significant mechanical
changes, too, and they've resulted in an Accord that delivers strong performance, outstanding
fuel economy and precise handling. After a long wait, Honda has finally added power- and
efficiency-enhancing direct-injection technology to the Accord's standard 2. The four-cylinder is
now paired with a continuously variable transmission CVT that takes the place of a conventional
automatic transmission. The Honda Accord's styling is a careful evolution from its predecessor,
and to our eyes, it's visibly less bulky. Inside, the design is cleaner and more coherent, and
even base LX models set you up with Bluetooth, a USB input and Pandora integration for
smartphones. Further up the ladder is the new HondaLink connectivity system, which integrates
Internet audio streaming, social media applications and cloud-based content through iPhone
and Android apps. Yet there's still plenty of get-it-done sedan functionality here, too, as you'll
find plenty of storage slots and a big trunk. Although we consider this a highly effective
redesign, the Honda Accord is just one of many excellent choices for a midsize car. The
revamped Nissan Altima has a sportier personality and slightly higher fuel economy ratings
with its base four-cylinder engine. The Toyota Camry and Volkswagen Passat offer similar
interior space and a softer ride depending on the trim level , while the Kia Optima offers
impressive value for this class. And it's hard to ignore the stylish bodywork on the Ford Fusion.
Narrowing down your choices in this group won't be easy, but if you want a midsize sedan that
does nearly everything right, the Honda Accord should be on your list. The Honda Accord is
available as a midsize sedan and coupe. Opt for the Accord's 3. Opting for the new Sport trim
brings a bit more horsepower, inch wheels, a rear spoiler, an eight-way power driver seat with
power lumbar and a leather-wrapped steering wheel with shift paddles for the CVT. The EX-L
trim adds leather upholstery, driver-seat memory functions, a four-way power passenger seat,
forward-collision and lane-departure warning systems, a more sophisticated rearview camera,
an auto-dimming rearview mirror and a premium seven-speaker sound system with satellite
radio and smartphone app integration HondaLink. The EX-L with Navi adds, as you can likely
guess, a navigation system with voice recognition. The EX-based trim levels for the Honda
Accord sedan with the V6 engine are pretty similar to those for the four-cylinder EX models.
Most of the front-wheel-drive examples in the Accord range are fitted with the 2. For all coupes
and sedans except the Sport trim, the engine generates horsepower and pound-feet of torque,
some 8 hp and 20 lb-ft better than the previous base-model Accord's four-cylinder. The Sport
trim's less restrictive dual exhaust frees up the engine to the tune of hp and lb-ft of torque.
Optional for the four-cylinder sedans and coupes and standard for the four-cylinder EX-L sedan
and coupe trim is Honda's newly developed CVT. The Accord's 3. With the four-cylinder,
performance is markedly improved. Every Honda Accord comes with antilock disc brakes,
stability and traction control, active front head restraints, front seat side airbags and side
curtain airbags. Blind-spot monitoring, lane-departure and forward-collision warning systems
are available on upper trim levels. Worthy of particular mention is the LaneWatch blind-spot
system EX trim and above , which instantly switches the 8-inch screen's display to a low and
expansive view of the passenger side of the car when the right turn signal is engaged. A camera

in the right-side mirror dedicated to this function provides a confidence-inspiring view, and
acclimating to catching the view in the center-dash display is quick and natural. In Edmunds
testing, a Accord sedan braked from 60 mph to a standstill in feet, a slightly
longer-than-average distance for a midsize family sedan. In government crash testing, the
Accord sedan received five out of five stars for overall and side crash protection, but four stars
for frontal protection. The coupe actually earned five stars across the board. The Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety gave both body styles the best possible rating of "Good" in the
frontal-offset, side and roof strength tests. In the Institute's new "small overlap front crash" test,
the sedan received a "Good" rating, while the coupe got a second-best "Acceptable. Most
Honda Accord buyers choose a four-cylinder engine, and you won't be disappointed in the new
direct-injected 2. Although CVTs don't have the best reputation for refinement, Honda's new unit
is the best of the breed, as it responds quickly in highway passing situations and then lets the
engine rpm drop back smoothly when your need for quick acceleration has passed. It's so
refined that most passengers mistake the CVT for a regular automatic transmission the first
time they ride in the Accord. Of course, if you simply don't like CVTs, you could always get the
V6 engine, which comes with a conventional six-speed automatic. Equipped with the V6, the
Accord feels downright fast. The Accord should be a front runner if you're looking for a midsize
sedan or coupe that strikes a near-perfect balance between a supple ride and engaging
handling. Although the Accord has never been a truly sporty car, this latest version feels
particularly well-balanced around turns. The Accord's new electric-assist power steering might
feel pretty light the first time you turn the wheel, but it's precise, with a crisp response that adds
to the enjoyment of driving the car. One potential downside is the Accord's firm ride quality: If
you're accustomed to a softer ride, a Camry or Passat might suit you better in this regard. When
the revised Civic debuted last year, we were disappointed in its interior quality. Matters are
much improved for the Honda Accord. With a few exceptions, the materials have a high-quality
look and feel, while the overall cockpit design is elegant and well-constructed enough for a
luxury car. The center stack embraces the spirit of legibility with an effective three-tier layout.
Meanwhile, the main instrument binnacle contains the right amount of information and not too
much. Despite the Accord's slightly smaller exterior dimensions, its interior room remains
impressive. There is plenty of leg and shoulder space for front occupants, and rear-seat
passengers should be quite comfortable and happy. Road and tire noise -- often a Honda
bugaboo -- are noticeably reduced in the Accord thanks in part to two active noise-cancellation
systems plus improved aerodynamics. We're also fond of the visibility afforded by the Accord
cabin, which offers a lower beltline, slimmer roof pillars and a generous amount of glass. The
Accord's trunk -- at The Accord coupe has a Between a drift from its traditional
engineering-driven principles and the tsunami that devastated its factories, the last four years
haven't been kind to the H brand. Nonetheless, the company has redesigned its Accord midsize
sedan for the eighth time in its history. It's hardly an overstatement to say that the Accord is
both the bread and butter of Honda's lineup, as Americans snatch these babies up at a rate of
more than 1, per day. The ninth-generation Honda Accord sedan arrives September 19 with new
looks and new bones underneath. Struts replace its traditional double-wishbone front
suspension and a continuously variable transmission CVT takes the place of a traditional
automatic transmission on models with the all-new 2. There's also a revised V6 Accord with an
all-new six-speed automatic. In other words, in four-cylinder guise, the new Accord is now
virtually identical to every other volume-selling midsize sedan peddled in the U. Just Like
Everybody Else Nearly every car in the midsize segment offers a similar-size four-cylinder
engine, ample interior space and about the same fuel economy as the new Accord. Progress, it
seems, is measured less on fundamentals and more on feature content and styling. And few
manufacturers venture far from vanilla when it comes to styling their volume models. Even so,
the ever-increasing pressure to deliver miserly fuel consumption is the driving force behind
Honda's first-ever direct-injected four-cylinder engine. As importantly, the CVT, during
around-town driving, performs more intuitively than most we've driven. Its simulated upshifts
feel natural and will likely fool all but the most observant drivers into thinking it's a conventional
automatic. Wood it getting on the freeway, however, and the unrelenting high-rpm engine howl
is present until you lift. Howl as it might, we still recorded It's Worth It Honda illustrates the
promise of improved acceleration through graphs showing the new Accord to be above and to
the right of the old Accord. This, in engineer and PR speak, is universal language for "better.
Still, we insist on judging acceleration the old-fashioned way: We measure it. And in this regard
there's no argument. It is better. Considerably so. Our Honda Accord test car whirred its way to
60 mph in 7. That's a full second better than the old Accord four-cylinder. The quarter-mile, too,
is quicker in the new car. The traps whistle past in During to-0 brake testing, the pedal lacked
the confidence we'd prefer, as it softened after multiple stops. The final distance, at feet, was a

bit long for the class, as it almost always is with Honda products. Underpinnings Honda's
choice to torpedo the Accord's double-wishbone front suspension in favor of struts seems at
first like a poor one for a car proffered as engaging to drive. Double wishbones provide camber
control throughout their stroke which generally leads to better handling, although you'd have a
hard time selling that line to BMW and Porsche. On the surface, lower cost seems to drive the
move, but a full redesign â€” especially one as comprehensive as this â€” can take years to
reap financial benefits. Honda says the decision is driven by weight loss and the need to
package a more robust crash structure into the chassis at the upper strut mount. The added
strength, say Honda officials, improves performance in the Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety's Overlap Barrier Test, where the car is driven into a small fixed object think pole or tree
just off center at 40 mph. In combination with high-strength steel at critical points, the Accord's
unibody is 57 pounds lighter than before and that's without considering the additional savings
made by eliminating the old suspension's upper control arm. But at 3, pounds, our EX model
tipped the scales only 31 pounds lighter than last year's Accord EX tester. It Still Handles
What's more, Honda insists the new suspension hits all its internal handling targets, and after
driving it both on the road and through our instrumented tests it's hard to argue otherwise. No
midsize sedan is going to engage a dedicated driving enthusiast, but some will certainly repel
us. Toyota's Camry LE, for example, is largely successful at this task by demonstrating the
dynamic apathy of a sofa bed. The Honda Accord, however, does not. Its low-effort electrically
assisted steering lacks the arbitrary weight of its predecessor but provides ample feel to guide
the car prudently between the cones or down a rough back road. Damping, too, is tuned to
return genuine body control. As a result we found ourselves hustling the Accord at a
respectable pace in places we wouldn't bother with in much of its competition. At It equaled the
outgoing car on the skid pad, where both circled at 0. Bucking the Trend It's a fact common to
both the midsize and compact segments that the cars are increasing in size. Bigger and bigger
they've grown until, in some cases, they have outsized their larger brethren. This, of course,
makes for some uncomfortable positioning. Honda, however, keenly avoided the problem by not
offering a car bigger than the Accord save the Accord Crosstour , but who's counting? And for
it has eliminated the issue altogether by making the new Accord smaller. This Accord sedan is
downsized 3. Front legroom remains the same, while rear legroom increases by 1. Trunk volume
also increases by 0. That, friends, is what happens when a company returns to its engineering
roots. Inside, this is a big car. Only dimensional deviants will have trouble sitting in the
backseat. Even large passengers are comfortable behind a 6-foot driver. What's more, Honda
redesigned the Accord's front seats and eliminated the not-quite-low-enough-to-be-lumbar back
support that generated complaints during our long-term Accord test. Interior Attention
Considerable attention was paid to minimizing the button-heavy center stack and simplifying
the primary controls. Along with a new one-piece dashboard, the center stack benefits from
buttons that divide functions by category. The cleaner interface is both more efficient to use
and better-looking. Mercifully, pairing your cellphone via Bluetooth no longer requires voice
commands and the necessary manual reading that inevitably accompanies them. An 8-inch
screen in the dash accommodates everything from navigation EX-L models only to a back-up
camera display and is also standard in every Accord. Dual-zone climate control is included on
all trims, but you'll still have to tap buttons to set your preferred temperature. Bluetooth and the
Pandora music-streaming app are both standard and well integrated for easy use. Another
notable standard feature is the Active Noise Control system, which uses the audio system
speakers to cancel road noise. We tested it and found that it worked, although it only made our
tester as quiet as a Camry. But with interior noise traditionally high in Honda products, this is
progress. So is the standard on EX models and above keyless start and entry. Another new
feature on EX level models and above is the LaneWatch system, which displays the car's blind
spot on the in-dash screen. The system is triggered via the right turn signal and its degree view
is useful in judging gaps and moving confidently between lanes. Hondalink is Honda's means to
support Internet services via your smartphone in a presentation formatted for use in the car.
Available only on EX-L level sedans and EX level coupes, the system can do everything from
reading your Twitter feed to finding you a new Thai restaurant via Yelp. Again, it's well
integrated, so it's actually useful instead of being just another electronic toy that goes unused.
A Winner? It's hard to argue that the additional performance, efficiency and feature content
aren't worth the bump in cost. More importantly, this Accord is a Honda again â€” a case we've
been unable to plead for several models in recent years. Many traditional Honda benefits feature
prominently here. Visibility, thanks to a relatively low waistline, is better than in most cars in the
segment. Materials and assembly quality appear to be at or above past Honda standards and, to
our eyes, it even looks better than the car it replaces. Available styles include LX 4dr Sedan 2.
Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides

consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Honda Accord. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Check out Honda lease specials Check out Honda Accord lease specials. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. CVT
automatic's characteristics won't suit everybody firm ride quality. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Read more.
Write a review See all reviews. LX Sport Check your tires. After several months of searching,
researching and test driving everything from a Subaru Impreza to the Lexus IS, I came across
the Accord Sport almost by accident while at a Honda Dealer having another car serviced. I was
amazed! The base LX was light years ahead of my model, and the sport version was equipped
with just the right options, and not thousands of dollars worth of fragile high tech nonsense. An
extensive test drive over more different roads than the salesman was used to confirmed my
initial impression. While no one will mistake the Sport for a 3 series, the handling was precise
and nimble, far superior to your average family sedan. Read less. Update at , miles-see
addendum below. I had a 4 wheel alignment done with tge 3td set of michelins at , miles and all
4 were still within spec, they did tweak it to dial them in but didnt need much. The more miles
this car gets, the more valuable it becomes to me! Original review- Really loving this car! It's
been worry free and totally reliable! I have done routine maintenance without major issues. I
was skeptical about the gas upgrade until I ran a tank and saw the difference in performance, as
well as improved mileage, so I'm a believer now. I don't drink Starbucks myself, but I will treat
my car to a "Starbucks"! I got miles on the last tank of gas, awesome! Currently on my 2nd set
of tires. As other probably have noted, the infotainment system sometimes gets hung up with
my iphone, dealership said Honda tried to get Apple to help but no recourse due to "proprietary
information", so no update. Eh, it's not THAT bad of an issue, usually just turn off and back on
again to reset it and it's fine, plus it only happens occasionally with initial sync once you start
the car. Not a big deal for me. I've had a rare "false" low tire pressure alarm, but guys at
Discount Tire say that's not unusual for any TPMS during times of temp swings, which is when
they've happened. Both sets of tires have worn evenly, steering is true, and this with never
having performed 4 wheel alignment. I'm debating on actually doing the alignment with third set
of tires, if for no other reason just to fine tune and keep things from freezing up where you can't
adjust if need be. Serpentine belt fine so far so Honda Specialist shop said will monitor. Also,
it's nice having a timing chain so lifetime deal there typically. Not bad! Well after 9 months and 9
k miles I think I know the car well. First it looks great, rides well, comfy, no problems, and the
gas mpg can be fantastic if you keep your foot off the floorboards. I have seen high 30s low 40s
wow! But I drive it quickly so many times I am in the upper 20s or low 30s. I am not quite sold on
the cvt, don't get me wrong it work fine , can be sooo smooth and for 99 percent of people the
smoother the better, but I like to feel the shifts so the car is too smooth and quite at times. It has
plenty of power and on the highway it is effortless to pass and accelerate but off the line the cvt
timid till 10 mph Great car. I have a fairly long commute and after narrowing down mid size cars
by gas mileage, the Accord was one of few choices. After drive tests and seeing what the car
offered for the price, I thought is was a great bargain. It's sharp looking and has a great interior
and lots of features for the price. And, the gas mileage has been phenomenal! There is one
issue that is ruining my new car experience. The CVT transmission is jerky at low speeds. It is
quite noticeable and irritating in my stop and go commuting. I recommend test driving the car
quite a bit before making your choice to see if the trans is jerky. Update: After living with the car
for three years now, I have a lot more experience with it. I am still averaging just over 35 mpg
which is awesome. Probably the best part about the car. Handling is sound and the car is still
pretty quick, especially for a four cylinder. The car still runs well but the trans remains a bit
jerky at low speeds, although it is better than when I first got it. One annoyance is that it has a
rough idle when it is cold. Once it warms up it is fine. Another con is that the car is just not that
comfortable. The seats are hard and the ride is stiff. I have had to add a cushion to my seat.
Also, on IL expressways, where they brush the concrete for traction, a lot of road noise enters
the cabin. Not overly bad, but after driving a Fusion, I realized what a quiet car sounds like. The
Accord is not that quiet, at least compared to a Fusion. Winter traction is poor as well. Worse

than my tiny Corolla. Also, to my knowledge, Honda has not issued any updates to the
infotainment system. They could really improve in this area as it is becoming dated. But, it does
connect to my phone every time so for calls, it works well. Overall, the car is just OK. Normally I
keep my cars a long time. But, I have already shopped for new cars but did not pull the trigger.
So , would I buy it again, No. My next car will be based more on comfort and quietness, two
areas where the Accord falls way short of. A few times it seemed to slip when backing out of my
garage like it is low on trans fluid. It's not. I have found similar posts on the web. As a former
mechanic, I realize that intermittent problems are difficult to resolve so I have not wasted my
time bringing it to the dealer as it will likely be fine when they test it. Fast acceleration is also
concerning as the CVT tends to be very jerky under initial hard acceleration. Twice now the car
failed to start right away and when it did, the check engine, traction control, power steering
assist, and low tire inflation lights were on and the car was in limp mode. The code is vague
pointing to throttle assembly. Anyway, each time the lights went off on their own after a day or
so and the car ran normal. Again, an intermittent problem. Honda used to be solid quality but
they have definitely declined over the years based on my experience with my Accord and
previous, very poor, experience with an Odyssey. IMO, they are no longer worth the premium
that they used to be for used cars because many others have caught up or even surpassed
Honda, according to Consumer Reports. If you want reliability, Toyota is the continued champ.
BTW, I continue to look at other cars even though I will take a beating on trade in value. Update
December With over k on the odometer the car is running well. Although I still had decent tread
on the original tires I purchased new ones as the OEM tires were loud on the brushed concrete
interstates in northern Illinois. The Michelin Premier AS tires are much quieter but my gas
mileage has suffered going from an average of over 35 mpg to about Still great for this size car.
I prefer the quiet over the mpg's. Everything is still functioning well and there are no rattles or
leaks of any sort. Suspension is also still performing well. The trans is still a bit jerky at times
and once every couple of months when backing out of the garage and then putting it in drive it
feels like I am starting off in third gear even though there are no gears in the CVT. I don't believe
it is slipping but who knows. Aside from that, the car is performing well. Hopefully the next k
will be like it was for my Toyota Corolla which went to k and had shown little degradation. Most
other makes were not much better. Makes me like the Honda more. See all reviews of the Used
Honda Accord. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Honda
needs a winner. That Honda needs a winner in the new Accord is clear. After our drive, we
would say it has one. The manufacturer provided Edmunds this vehicle for the purposes of
evaluation. Sponsored cars related to the Accord. Sign Up. After several months of searching,
researching and test driving everything from a Subaru Impreza to the Lexus IS, I came across
the Accord Sport almost by accident while at a Honda Dealer having another car serviced. I was
amazed! The base LX was light years ahead of my model, and the sport version was equipped
with just the right options, and not thousands of dollars worth of fragile high tech nonsense. An
extensive test drive over more different roads than the salesman was used to confirmed my
initial impression. While no one will mistake the Sport for a 3 series, the handling was precise
and nimble, far superior to your average family sedan. I had a 4 wheel alignment done with tge
3td set of michelins at , miles and all 4 were still within spec, they did tweak it to dial them in but
didnt need much. The more miles this car gets, the more valuable it becomes to me! Original
review- Really loving this car! It's been worry free and totally reliable! I have done routine
maintenance without major issues. I was skeptical about the gas upgrade until I ran a tank and
saw the difference in performance, as well as improved mileage, so I'm a believer now. I don't
drink Starbucks myself, but I will treat my car to a "Starbucks"! I got miles on the last tank of
gas, awesome! Currently on my 2nd set of tires. As other probably have noted, the infotainment
system sometimes gets hung up with my iphone, dealership said Honda tried to get Apple to
help but no recourse due to "proprietary information", so no update. Eh, it's not THAT bad of an
issue, usually just turn off and back on again to reset it and it's fine, plus it only happens
occasionally with initial sync once you start the car. Not a big deal for me. I've had a rare "false"
low tire pressure alarm, but guys at Discount Tire say that's not unusual for any TPMS during
times of temp swings, which is when they've happened. Both sets of tires have worn evenly,
steering is true, and this with never having performed 4 wheel alignment. I'm debating on
actually doing the alignment with third set of tires, if for no other reason just to fine tune and
keep things from freezing up where you can't adjust if need be. Serpentine belt fine so far so
Honda Specialist shop said will monitor. Also, it's nice having a timing chain so lifetime deal
there typically. Not bad! Well after 9 months and 9 k miles I think I know the car well. First it
looks great, rides well, comfy, no problems, and the gas mpg can be fantastic if you keep your
foot off the floorboards. I have seen high 30s low 40s wow! But I drive it quickly so many times I

am in the upper 20s or low 30s. I am not quite sold on the cvt, don't get me wrong it work fine ,
can be sooo smooth and for 99 percent of people the smoother the better, but I like to feel the
shifts so the car is too smooth and quite at times. It has plenty of power and on the highway it is
effortless to pass and accelerate but off the line the cvt timid till 10 mph Great car. I have a fairly
long commute and after narrowing down mid size cars by gas mileage, the Accord was one of
few choices. After drive tests and seeing what the car offered for the price, I thought is was a
great bargain. It's sharp looking and has a great interior and lots of features for the price. And,
the gas mileage has been phenomenal! There is one issue that is ruining my new car
experience. The CVT transmission is jerky at low speeds. It is quite noticeable and irritating in
my stop and go commuting. I recommend test driving the car quite a bit before making your
choice to see if the trans is jerky. Update: After living with the car for three years now, I have a
lot more experience with it. I am still averaging just over 35 mpg which is awesome. Probably
the best part about the car. Handling is sound and the car is still pretty quick, especially for a
four cylinder. The car still runs well but the trans remains a bit jerky at low speeds, although it is
better than when I first got it. One annoyance is that it has a rough idle when it is cold. Once it
warms up it is fine. Another con is that the car is just not that comfortable. The seats are hard
and the ride is stiff. I have had to add a cushion to my seat. Also, on IL expressways, where they
brush the concrete for traction, a lot of road noise enters the cabin. Not overly bad, but after
driving a Fusion, I realized what a quiet car sounds like. The Accord is not that quiet, at least
compared to a Fusion. Winter traction is poor as well. Worse than my tiny Corolla. Also, to my
knowledge, Honda has not issued any updates to the infotainment system. They could really
improve in this area as it is becoming dated. But, it does connect to my phone every time so for
calls, it works well. Overall, the car is just OK. Normally I keep my cars a long time. But, I have
already shopped for new cars but did not pull the trigger. So , would I buy it again, No. My next
car will be based more on comfort and quietness, two areas where the Accord falls way short of.
A few times it seemed to slip when backing out of my garage like it is low on trans fluid. It's not.
I have found similar posts on the web. As a former mechanic, I realize that intermittent problems
are difficult to resolve so I have not wasted my time bringing it to the dealer as it will likely be
fine when they test it. Fast acceleration is also concerning as the CVT tends to be very jerky
under initial hard acceleration. Twice now the car failed to start right away and when it did, the
check engine, traction control, power steering assist, and low tire inflation lights were on and
the car was in limp mode. The code is vague pointing to throttle assembly. Anyway, each time
the lights went off on their own after a day or so and the car ran normal. Again, an intermittent
problem. Honda used to be solid quality but they have definitely declined over the years based
on my experience with my Accord and previous, very poor, experience with an Odyssey. IMO,
they are no longer worth the premium that they used to be for used cars because many others
have caught up or even surpassed Honda, according to Consumer Reports. If you want
reliability, Toyota is the continued champ. BTW, I continue to look at other cars even though I
will take a beating on trade in value. Update December With over k on the odometer the car is
running well. Although I still had decent tread on the original tires I purchased new ones as the
OEM tires were loud on the brushed concrete interstates in northern Illinois. The Michelin
Premier AS tires are much quieter but my gas mileage has suffered going from an average of
over 35 mpg to about Still great for this size car. I prefer the quiet over the mpg's. Everything is
still functioning well and there are no rattles or leaks of any sort. Suspension is also still
performing well. The trans is still a bit jerky at times and once every couple of months when
backing out of the garage and then putting it in drive it feels like I am starting off in third gear
even though there are no gears in the CVT. I don't believe it is slipping but who knows. Aside
from that, the car is performing well. Hopefully the next k will be like it was for my Toyota
Corolla which went to k and had shown little degradation. Most other makes were not much
better. Makes me like the Honda more. One of the best cars I have ever owned, cant believe
people are having problems. Cant say enough about the gas mileage I'm getting I have just
under miles and enjoy driving this car. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More
about the Accord. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All
ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all Accords for
sale. Sponsored cars related to the Accord. Sign Up. Returns accepted within 30 days after
receiving the item Refund will be given as Money back or exchange buyer's choice. Return
shipping will be paid by Buyer. S shipping Only Cost varies by buyer location. UPS Ground 1 to
6 business days. All E-mail will be replied within 24 hours. If you have any questions on our
products before or after winning the auction, please do not hesitate to contact us by E-mail.
Customer satisfaction is always our top priority. Core Charge. A core charge is sometimes
applied to rebuildable parts such as engines or alternators that can be redeemed for a portion of
their original price. If the part you are purchasing has a core charge applied, it will be noted in

the description. Parts Grading. A standard code system is used to communicate the condition
and quality of a part between automotive recyclers, automotive repair shops, and insurers.
Knowing how these codes are used will help you understand whether the part meets your
expectations before you buy it and what you can expect from the part when you receive it. To
learn more about Parts Grading click here. Welcome to our eBay Store! Returns accepted within
30 days after receiving the item Refund will be given as Money back or exchange buyer's choice
Return shipping will be paid by Buyer. A Grade - The highest quality part. B Grade - The second
level quality part. It is of average miles and normal condition for its age. C Grade - The third
level quality part. No Grade - A part that has not yet been graded. The Accord is a mid-sized car,
competing against some of the best-selling vehicles in America. Prime targets for the Accord
include the Camry and the Altima. The Accord is a solid value, and the chassis is capable and
sophisticated enough to be optioned up into a fairly luxurious vehicle. This versatility allows it
to be either a spacious alternative to many economy cars or a less expensive alternative to
many luxury cars. There is even a stylish coupe available with performance that matches many
sports cars. Close this Model overview: The Accord is available as a sedan or a coupe and
features two different engine choices. The basic engine is a 2. The optional engine is a 3.
Transmission options include a continuously variable transmission CVT , only available on the
4-cylinder and a traditional manual transmission, which is available Read more The Accord is
available as a sedan or a coupe and features two different engine choices. Transmission
options include a continuously variable transmission CVT , only available on the 4-cylinder and
a traditional manual transmission, which is available on 4-cylinder sedans as well as on 4 and
6-cylinder coupes. The Accord comes in a myriad of configurations. Base Accord LX trims
come nicely equipped with features that include a Bluetooth-enabled stereo with audio
streaming capabilities, a rearview camera, dual-zone climate control, hill start assist, inch alloy
wheels, an 8-inch screen and an alarm. The whole system is Pandora internet radio-compatible.
The Accord only gets nicer from there. The Sport trim includes inch wheels, a way power
adjustable driver's seat, a leather wrapped steering wheel and a bit more power. EX Accords
build on the LX with a one-touch power moonroof, inch wheels and a nifty engine start button.
EX-L Accords have a leather trimmed interior, 10 and 4-way power adjustable heated front
seats, additional safety features including a lane departure warning system and a forward
collision warning system and a standard CVT transmission. Touring models get adaptive cruise
control, automatic headlights, Homelink, LED fog lamps and a standard V6 engine, along with
all the other goodies from the EX-L. The sporty coupe features two fewer doors, but also a
usable back seat. The swoopy styling provides a good compromise between good looks and a
useful interior. The trim levels compare similarly to those in the sedan with the exception of the
Touring model which is not available as a coupe. In a generous nod to the enthusiast, Honda
allows the V6 Accord coupe to come equipped with a proper 6-speed manual transmission for
maximum fun and driver involvement. Safety starts with the latest electronic stability and
traction control systems, which all come standard along with anti-lock brakes. Dual stage
multiple threshold front airbags, front side airbags and side curtain airbags are standard as are
active head restraints and a brake assist function. EX-L and Touring models get lane departure
warning and forward collision warning. Close this There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. About This Vehicle
Model strengths: Fuel efficiency; interior space; long history of reliability; large number of
configurations available. The Accord enters its ninth generation in Completely redesigned, the
new Accord is actually slightly smaller than last year's car on the outside. However, interior
dimensions have grown in several key areas, such as rear seat leg room. Most available engines
make more power over last year. Styling has also been redesigned, and the Accord looks more
grown up and sophisticated. This versatility allows it to be either a spacious alternative to many
economy cars or a less expensive Read more. Close this. The Accord is available as a sedan or
a coupe and features two different engine choices. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to main
content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second

life. There are 21 choices for the Honda Accord Air Bag!!! Choose Your Option. We offer an
industry leading 1-year warranty on every part type we sell. All of our engines and
transmissions carry a 1-year warranty with optional extensions up to 2 additional years. Claims
on engine warranties are limited to manufacturer defects in the pistons, heads, block,
crankshafts, rockers, and oil pumps. Though additional parts and accessories may be attached
upon purchase, coverage does not extend to sensors, switches, cables, electronics, belts,
hoses, water pumps, or manifolds, nor damage caused through overheating or improper
lubrication. Due to the COVID pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so please
allow an extra few working days for your order to arrive. We can ship anywhere in the 48
contiguous U. We do not require a core charge or a return of the old part or engine. The more
local you shop, the more you save off the shipping cost. It typically takes us approximately
business days to process a credit back to your account and business days for the credit to
appear on your account. Note all returns and cancellations require a prior authorization. Terms :
All returns and cancellations may be subject to shipping charges, unless caused by our error or
cancelled by the customer prior to shipping. No returns without prior authorization from the
Supplier see Contact Us page. Replacements : It is company policy that we receive the original
auto part back before sending you a replacement auto part. The original auto part must be
returned using the provided shipping label. The shipping cost for both the original and the
replacement auto part is a cost attributed to the shipper at hand. Note, if these auto parts are
not shipped back to the supplier within 30 days of the delivery date of the replacement part, the
buyer's credit card is subject to a recharge for the initial cost of the original auto part minus the
initial shipping cost If you have any questions about the shipping back of the original part,
please contact customer service team at Press 2 for Returns open Monday-Friday pm EST Or
email cs allusedparts. Disclaimer : -Some of our units used engine, transmission, axle, etc. They
will need to be replaced before installation. Common items t
hyundai genesis
93 chevrolet
1999 ford f150 battery
hat are not guaranteed include but not limited too nuts, bolts, links, seals, bushings, ball joints,
brackets, bezels, wiring, cables, sensors and other applicable items depending on the part. If
they are not serviceable, such as a pressed-in ball joint, they will be guaranteed. The purchased
item may need to be repainted, refinished, or reupholstered for proper color match. Technical
Questions? Contact the webmaster. Shopping Cart: Items. Contact Us. Order Tracking. Verify
Your Part Expand. Select Part Select Make Select Model Select Year Air Bag for Honda Accord
Attention! Filters Items. Price Mileage Nearby. Description Warranty Shipping Returns. This is
an original used OEM Air Bag that's guaranteed to fit a Honda Accord with the applicable
vehicle manufacturer's specifications. Nationwide Shipping: Due to the COVID pandemic, your
order may arrive later than expected so please allow an extra few working days for your order to
arrive. More Details Less Details. Update Your Location.

